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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Wednesday 3rd February 2021
Spelling 

Check the spelling definitions in your dictionary and use your spellings within a sentence. Could 
you also use a thesaurus to find and locate better synonyms for these words. 



Handwriting (B5-U9)

Add capital letters, brackets and fullstops to these sentences:

The UAE united arab emerates is closer to egypt than england

the robbers who were greedy wanted to find treasure

Punctuation ladder



Guided reading- Pages 238-239 of The Peculiars by Kieran Larwood

Whilst reading these two 
pages from our class story 
book each day, can you try to 
identify examples of Tier 1, 2 
and 3 vocabulary throughout 
the week. These will be useful 
on Friday when we 
traditionally look at the 
vocabulary we have learnt this 
week. Remember Tier 1 is 
basic vocabulary eg, big; Tier 
2 focuses on improved 
vocabulary that might not be 
used in every day language 
eg,gargantuan; and Tier 3 is 
subject specific vocabulary eg, 
transparent is linked to the 
subject of Science.



Guided Reading: The Peculiars by Kieran 
Larwood-Chapter 19

Retrieval (AF2):  What adjective is used 

to describe the stew? (Page 238)

Inference (AF3): How do you think 

Gigantus felt? (Page 238)

Choice of language (AF5):  Write some 

alternative synonyms for jubilant? (Page 

238)



Can you identify an 
example of each 
word type in the 

text on the 
previous page?



English Learning Objective 

-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



Can you turn each short sentence below into a 
compound sentence, a complex sentence with an 
embedded clause (parenthesis), and a complex 
sentence with a subordinate clause as 
demonstrated on the next slide:

1.  Tomb robbers were clever people.
2. The tomb was well hidden.
3. There was a curse on the tomb.
4.  Tombs were buried underground.
5.  All tombs were well guarded.





23.2.2021 Fluent in five

55555555555555
66666666666666

Four operations:

1. 6352+6535=
2. 8009-5847=
3. 8453x4=
4. 2748 divided by 4 =

7 and 8 timestable
practise



Four operations:

1. 6352+6535=  12,887
2. 8009-5847=  2,162
3. 8453x4=  33,812
4. 2748 divided by 4= 687

7 and 8 timestable
practise

7 8
14 16
21 24
28 32
35 40
42 48
49 56
56 64
63 72
70 80
77 88
84 96



Maths Learning Objective 

-How do you think this lesson will 
help you improve or build your 
knowledge?

-Was there anything you want to 
go back over again?

-How do you think learning in this 
subject/topic/area today will be 
of use to you in the future?

On the next two slides there are step by step instructions to help you create equivalent 
fractions.



How to generate equivalent fractions



Fluency 1

Fluency 2

Reasoning 1 

Problem solving 

This 
method will 
help you 
draw 
diagrams 
to help you 
solve these 
fraction 
calculations

This method 
will help you 
answer Fluency 
2

An integer is a 
whole number. 



Fluency 1

Fluency 2

Reasoning 1 

Problem solving 

The 
answers 
will depend 
on the 
orientation 
of the 
shapes and 
which 
squares are 
shaded. 

The answers 
will depend on 
the equivalent 
fractions that 
are chosen.

An integer is a 
whole number. 

Answer

Answer



PSHE-Your task this afternoon is to deign and make a poster to promote good mental health    

and wellbeing. See the next slide for some guidance and help.





PE: This afternoon the children in school will be 
participating in athletic events. Therefore, can you 
do some athletic activities at home. You could:

-Go for a bike ride with permission.
-Go for a walk or run with permission.
-Perform a combination of aerobic exercises in 
your garden such as: squat-thrusts, burpees, sit 
ups, running on the spot and skipping.
-Hula hooping.
-Practising football skills.


